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Background and Summary

The Meylersfield East Polder (gross area 1384 acres, or 560 ha.) is one of the
two polders in the Meylersfield project area* that were proposed for development
by the Government of Jamaica in 1975 under the Hague and Meylersfield Drainage
Project.** The proposed development includes f lood protection and drainage works,
as well as the construction of an irrigation system and farm roads. The implementation of the project started in April 1977 by the Agricultural Engineering Division of
the Ministry of Agriculture. Financial and technical assistance to the project was provided under the Netherlands Bilateral Assistance Programme.
The Meylersfield polders are proposed to be developed for irrigated rice cultivation. This development will be carried out under the general agricultural management
of the Black River Upper Morass Development Company (BRUMDEC). BRUMDEC
proposes to initially produce rice according to their present commercial cuitivation
system as practised in the Black River Upper Morass, white at the same time setting
up a Pilot Project to investigate various systems of rice production, from fully mechanized to totally manual, including herbicide and pesticide treatments, variety testing,
land preparation methods, etc. From these investigations an acceptable system should
evolve which can be applied by the local farmers that will eventually be allotted farm
land in the polders. Under this strategy, farmer settlers will be employed by BRUMDEC
initially for a period of about three years, in order to familiarize them with the specif ie
requirements of irrigated rice cuitivation with improved management techniques.
Foilowing this transitional period, successful candidates will be atlocated land in the
polders.
Implementation of drainage and irrigation works and road construction in the
West Polder will be completed in 1981, and, in support of the production and investigation activities in that polder, the Rural Physical Planning Unit of the Western
Regional Office of the Ministry of Agriculture has prepared a report "Recommendations for Soil and Water Management of the Meylersfield West Polder, Westmoreland."
The report includes an inventory of the physical resources in the West Polder, a land
capability assessment, as well as a discussion of the land management considerations.
* The Meylersfield profeet area further Includes: Weit Polder (grot» area 426 aeret, or 172 ha.) and Cabarlta River
Bed (170 aeret, or. 69 ha.).
*• The Hague Swamp (grot area approximately 660 aeret, or 226 ha.) Is loeated In the Partth of Trelawny. Sc* and
Water Management recommendatlons for this area uittl be dtteutsed tn o separate report by the Rural Phytical
Planning Unit, Western Reglon.
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The East Polder is in a much less advanced stage of development. The embankment surrounding the polder is completed, as weli as the interception canal to the
northern and eastern side of the polder. This canal will collect water from the Potts,
Ricketts and Three Mile rivers that used to f low through the area of the East Polder.
Two entrance roads into the polder are being constructed at present. Neither the
drainage system, nor the irrigation system for the East Polder have been designed yet.
Therefore, ample opportunity exists to use the f indings of this report as a basis for
further design and development of the Meylersfield East Polder. This is particularly
important as the present studies show that serious adverse soil conditions exist in
part of the area. Peat soils occupy approximately 55.5 percent of the area of the East
Polder.* Apart from their natural low productivity under rice cultivation, the peats
have very low bearing capacity in their present poorly drained conditions. Upon
drainage however the peats will subside considerably. Another characteristic of peat
soils is their higher percolation rate. According to measurements carried out in the
polder an average percolation of 8mm/day was used in the calculations for the rate
of desalinization following the implementation of irrigation and drainage.
Scattered limestone outcrops and areas with shallow to moderately deep soils
overlying limestone rock, occupy about 3 percent of the East Polder. They are unsuited for irrigated rice cultivation due to their high position and predominantly shallow
soils.
Similar to the report for the Meylersfield West Polder, this report gives detailed
information on the physical factors of the East Polder, including climate,physiography,
soils and hydrology (Section 1.1 through I.4). General information however, pertaining to both, the West and the East Polder, and which is already included in the report
for the West Polder, will only be summarized here. In these cases, for further details
reference is made to the West Polder report.
All important for a successful development of the project is its human viability.
In order to obtain detailed information ori the present socio-economic situation of
the prospective farmer-settlers in the Meylersfield area, their background in rice cultivation, and their expectations as to rice farming in the Meylersfield Polders in future, a
socio-economic survey was carried out among applicants for rice land in the polders.
The results of these interviews are presented in Section I.5. Their implications on land
management are discussed in Section III.3, and form part of the assumptions underlying the Land Utilization Types (possible land uses) considered in the land c apability
assessment of the East Polder (Section IV).

* Peat sottê are defined here in termt of the USDA Sotl Taxonomy. Ue. they have 40 cm or more of organie matertal
(organie matter content more thqn 30 percent) in thèwpper 80 cm of the tod proftte, under naturaUy poorly drained
conditions.
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Three different forms of possible land use were selected for the Land Capability
Assessment:
- Mechanized Smallholders Irrigated Rica CuKivation,
- Semi-traditional Family-operated Irrigated Rice Cultivaticns, and
- Traditional Family-operated Cattle Farming.
The distribution of the land capability classes, subdivided according to productivity for these three land uses is shown on Figures No. 3,4 and
5
respectively,
whereas Table 10 gives a summary of the land capability in terms of acreages and
potentiai productivity of the East Polder. Maps No. 1 and 2 (in back pocket), show
the geographical distribution of the various soil types occurring in the East Polder,
and the salinity levels of the ground water as measured during the survey (June December 1980), respectively.
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SECTION I
RESOURCES INVEfJTORY
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CLIMATOLOGY
The climatic conditions of the Meylersfield East Polder can be assumed to be
fairly similar to those in the Meylersfield West Polder. Therefore, rainfall and evaporation data, as used for the West Polder, are also considered to be representative for the
East Polder. These data are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1
MEAN MONTHLY AND ANNUAL RAINFALL (INCHES) FOR
MEYLERSFIELD, WESTMORELAND (1938- 1977)
Jan j F eb

Mar

Apr

May

1.79J1.94J 2.94

4,62

9;oo

Jun j Jul } Aug l Sept I Oct J Nov | Dec } Annual
4-+-I
6.96'j 6.91
7.401
7.41
I 8.80 a74 2.34 I 63.85
D.91
I
I
J

Table 2
MEAN MONTHLY CLASS-A PAN EVAPORATION (INCHES)
FOR FROME, WESTMORELAND (1970-1977)
Jan

Feb

Mar

5.49 5.77 6.70

Apr j May j Jun Jul Aug j Sept
•+
-h
+
I
6.84 ! 6.36 ! 6.06 ! 6.45 6.42 | 5.43
I
L

Oct

Nov

Dec

1—[—

Lznzi

5,46 I 5.04

5.67

Annual
71.69

Rainfall probability analysis for the West Polder, has shown a clear need for irrigation
in case of flooded rice cultivation in that area (refer to Chapter 1.1 in the report for the
Meylersfield West Polder). Due to the more widespread occurrence of peaty soils and
peats in the East Polder, average percolation rates in this area will be higher than in the
West Polder. Therefore, in the East Polder the need for additional irrigation water throughout the year is evident This irrigation water is needed to compensate for water losses
that occur due to evapotranspiration (ETPQ) and percolation (P). In Figure 2, rainfall at
different chances of occurrence (50,75 and 90 percent probability respectively) has been
set out against estimated total consumptive water use (ETPQ + P) in the East Polder.
Average percolation (P) in the East Polder is estimated at 4 mm/day. For comparison,
consumptive water use as estimated for the West Polder is also showo in this Figure. There,
percolation losses were estimated at 1.4 mm/day.
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1.2

PHYSIOGRAPHY
The Meylersfield Polders are located in a coastai plain in between the limestone
uplands of the northern part of the Parish of Westmoreland, and a low natural barrier
consisting of limestone outcrops near the southern coastline, West of Savanna-la-Mar.
Peats, originating from brackish water mangrove vegetation occur in the lowest parts
of the Meylersfield area, whereas clayey deposits occur in slightly elevated positions.
Locally, the clayey deposits form part of a system of levees of the Cabarita river and
other small streams which flow through the area. Scattered limestone outcrops and
areas with limestone rock at shallow depth below the surface, occur mainly in the
eastern and southern part of the area.

- 5 SOILS
The soils in the Meylersfield East Polder were investigated in a field survey
from June to December 1980. A total of 107 soil augerings at approximate distences
of 200 - 300 m was described. Based on these descriptions suitable sites were seiected
for the detailed description of 5 soil pits representing the major soil types in the area.
Samples were taken from genetic horizons of these profiles for further chemical and
physical characterization in the soil laboratory. On two sites, where the high groundwater level inhibited the digging of pits soil samples were taken from auger holes. A
total of 34 samples was analysed.
In total 7 map units are distinguished on the soil map of the Meylersfield East
Polder. All map units represent soil families according to the USDA Soil Taxonomy,
except for map unit 7, which comprises an association of two soil families and rock
outcrops. The soils in the Meylersfield East Polder belong to three Orders of the Soil
Taxonomy: Inceptisols, Histosols and Alfisols. The Inceptisols in the survey area are
alluvial heavy clay soils which are differentiated into 5 families, based on differences
in drainage conditions and in calcium carbonate content, while the occurrence of thin
pcaty layers in some of the Inceptisols place these soils in a separate family also. The
Histosols (real peat soils) in the East Polder have not been differentiated, and belong
to one soil family. The Alfisols, which are residual, well developed and wel! drained
heavy clay soils, appear as an association of shallow and moderately deep soils on or
near the numerous limestone outcrops that occur mainly in the eastern and southern
part of the area.
The geographical distribution of the soils is shown on Map No. 1. Soil Map of
the Meylersfield East Polder. A description of the characteristics of the various map
units is given below. An interpretation of the management aspects of the soils is set
out in Section III.2. Descriptions of soil pits and augerholes, as well as the results of
the laboratory analysis, are compiled in a separate volume. Annex II to this report.
Simultaneous with the soil observations, salinity levels of groundwater and,
where applicable, surface water were measured. The results of these measurements are
discussed in Chapter I.4 Hydrology. Map No. 2 shows the salinity pattern in the East
Polder.
INCEPTISOLS
Inceptisols in the survey area are of recent depositional nature and are characterized by moderate profiIe development, mainly in the form of structure formation
and colour mottling (Cambic horizon). The majority of the Inceptisols in the area has
a so-called aquic moisture regime, in that they have groundwater levels close to the surface during most of the year (Sub-order: Aquepts). As the soil temperature does not

-6vary more than 5°C between hot and cool seasons these soils are all placed in the
Great Group Tropaquepts. They have been differentiated into 3 subgroups according to slight differences in drainage condition (poor vs. somewhat poor drainage)
and the occurrence of a thin peaty layer (Histic epipedon) at or near the surface. On
family level, at which the soils are mapped, a differentiation is made between calcareous and non-calcareous soils.
A minority of the Inceptisols in the project area is moderately well drained
and has been classified Fluvaquentic Eutropepts. Due to their limited extent and
scattered occurrence, these soils could not be mapped seperately and they are included in map unit 4.
The following map. units have been distinguished :
MapUnit 1. Typic Tropaquept, very fine, mixed (calcareous) isohyperthermic with
inclusions (10%) of Aeric Tropaquept, very fine, mixed (calcareous) isohyperthermic
(98.4 acres).
The soils of this map unit are deep, poorly drained, heavy ciay soils with dark
gray to very dark grayish brown calcareous topsoils overlying gray to very dark §ray subsoils with common to many distinct brownish mottles. The subsoils are moderately
structured (subangular blocky) and calcareous, and have slickensides and stress cutans
(Cambic horizon). The pH throughout the profile is neutral to slightly alkaline (pH 6-8).
Groundwater in the soils of this map unit was, at the time of survey, mainly at depths
below 120 cm, and slightly saline (EC less than 2 mmho/cm). Soil pits 1 and 2 provide
good examples of the soils of this map unit.
These soils occupy slightly elevated positions in the landscape, e.g. on the levees
of the Cabarita river in the northwestern part of the area and around some of the limestone outcrops in the northeastern corner of the polder. The natural vegetation consists
of grasses and bush, and part of the map unit has formerly been used for wet season
rice cultivation.
Included in this map unit are small areas consisting of Aeric Tropaquept, very
fine, mixed (calcareous), isohyperthermic, which differ from the main soils of the map
unit in that they have a slightly better drainage, which is reflected in the more brownish
colours in their subsoils (refer to the description of map unit 3). The inclusions comprises a total of about 10 percent of the area of the map unit.
Map Unit 2. Typic Tropaquept, very fine, mixed, non-acid, isohyperthermic (117.1 acres)
The soils of this map unit differ f rom those in Map Unit 1 only in that they are
non-calcareous and therefore have a more acid soil reaction. The pH ranges f rom 4 - 6
in the topsoil, and from 6 - 8 in the subsoil. Groundwater during the survey was usually

below 120 cm from the surface. Electrical Conductivity ranges from less than 2, up
to 6 mmho/cm. Auger hole Nos.3 and 90 provide good examples of the soils of this
map unit.
Like the soils in tnap unit 1, these soils occur on slightly elevated places, e.g.
on the levees of the Cabarita River near the western embankment of the polder and
around the limestone outcrops near the eastern eatchment canal. The vegetation
consists mainly of grasses and bush. Parts of the map unit have been used for wet
season rice cultivation before.
Map Unit 3. Aeric Tropaquept, very fine, mixed (calcareous) isohyperthermic
(122.8 acres).
This ;map unit comprises deep, somewhat poorly drained, heavy clay soils
with dark gray to very dark grayish brown calcareous topsoils over mainly (dark)
grayish brown calcareous subsoils with common to many distinct brownish mottles.
The subsoils which are moderately structured (subangular blocky), include a Cambic
horizon. The soil reaction is neutral to slightly alkaline throughout (pH 6 - 8). Groundwater levels in these soils, as observed during the survey, were mainly below 120 cm.
Electrical Conductivity of the groundwater ranges from 2 - 1 0 mmho/cm. Soil pit
No. 3 provides a good example of the soils of this map unit.
These soils occur on the levees of the Cabarita river, but generally in slightly
higher positions than those of Map Unit 1 and 2, and around limestone outcrops in
the southern part of the area. The vegetation is mainly consisting of grasses and bush,
and parts of this mapping unit have been used formerly for wet season rice cultivation.
Map Unit_4. Aeric Tropaquept, very fine, mixed, non-acidjsohyperthermic^with
inclusions (5%) of Typic Tropaquept, very f ine^ mjxed,_non-acid, feohVPgr^grm'c.'
and inclusions (5%) of Fjuvaquentic jutropept, very fine, mixedjsohyperthermic
(133.2 acres).
This map unit consists of soils that are almost similar to those occurring in
map unit 3, except for the fact that they are non-calcareous. Hence, they have a
somewhat lower pH in the topsoil ( 4 - 6 ) , whereas the pH, in the subsoil ranges from
6 - 8; Groundwater is trtostly deeper than 120 cm, while Electrical Conductivity
levels vary widely, from 2 - 1 5 mmho/cm. Physiogrephy and vegetation are similar
to ' map unit 3. Auger hole Nos. 28 and 91 present good examples of the soils of this
map unit

- 8 Included in this map unit are small areas (occupying 5 percent of the map unit
area) consisting of Typic Tropaquept, very fine, mixed, non-acid, isohyperthermic
(for description of these soils, refer to Map Unit 2), and small areas (also occupying
5 percent of the area) consisting of Fluvaquantic Eutropept, ven/ fine, mixed, isohyperthermic. These are deep moderately well drained (yellowish) brown, well structured
heavy clay soils (refer to description of augerhole No. 5 as a representative example).
Map Unit 5. Histic Tropaquept, very fine, mixed, non-acid, isohyperthermic (17.5 Acs.)
The soils of this map unit are deep, poorly drained, heavy clay soils, with
peaty topsoils (histic epipedon). The topsoils are dark brown to dark grayish brown
peaty clay or clayey peat* overlying gray to grayish brown heavy clay subsoils with
common to many distinct brownish mottles. The topsoils have neutral soil reaction
(pH 7) when wet If dried, e.g. upon drainage, the pH drops slightly to values between
4 and 6. Subsoils have neutral to slightly alkaline soil reaction (pH 7 - 8). Groundwater in the soils of this map unit, as observed during the survey, vary widely in depth
from 40 cm below the surface, to more than 120 cm. Electrical Conductivity of the
groundwater was between 4 - 8 mmho/cm. Augerholes 8,51 and 58 provide good examples of the soils in this map unit.
This map unit forms transition between the clay and peat soils (Map Units 2,4
and 6 respectively) near the western boundary of the area. The natural vegetation consists of grasses and reeds.
HISTOSOLS
Histosois are real peat soils, in which more than half of the upper 80 cm of the
soil consists of organic material containing more than 18 percent organic carbon
(approximately 30 percent organic matter). Under natural ccnditions they are saturated or nearly saturated with water for most of the year.
The organic material of the pe3t soils in the East Polder is hemic in character,
i.e. it consists1 of dark coloured partially decomposed plant remnants that can be
largely destroyed by rubbing between the fingers (Suborder: Hemists). The Hemists
of intertropical regions are classified in the Great Group Tropohemists.
Only one map unit has been distinguished :
Map_Unit 6. Typic Tropohemist, euic, isohyperthermic, with inclusians (10%)_of^
Fiuvaquentic Tropohemhst, euic, isohyperthermic, and inclusions (10%) of Typic,_
Aericand Histic Tropaquepts, very fine, mixed, non-acid, isohyperthermic (854.0 Acs.).
This rfnap unitcomprises deep, poorly to very poorly drained, dark grayish brown#
brown and reddish brown peat soils, consisting of alternating layers of peat, clayey peat
and peaty clay*, locally with thin intercalations of half ripe to nearly ripe heavy clay.
When wet, the peats have neutral to slightly alkaline soil reaction (pH 7-8: euic). Upon
drying, e.g. through drainage, the pH drops to levels between 4 and 6. At the time of
survey, groundwater in this map unit was near, or above (up to 20 cm) the surface.
Salinity levels range from 2 - 1 2 mmho/cm. The surface water generally has a distinctly
lower salinity than the groundwater in the augerhole. Profile pit 4 and augerhole 84a
provide good examples of the peats in this map unit.
* Although the dlfferentlation between peaty clay, clayey peat and peat, as estimated in the field, was confirmed by the
laboratory analysis showing an increase in organic matter content in the above classes, it thoüld be noted that for classification in terms of the USDA Soil Taxonomy, att. these classes are considered as peat, as they att contaln more than 30%
organic matter (18% organic carbon).

- 9 The peat soils occupy most of the central and eastem part of the East Polder.
The thickness of the peat layers increases towards the central (lowest) part of the
area. The natural vegetation mainly consists of tall reeds, sedges and grasses. An area
of approximately 8 acres near the northem boundary is covered by a dense vegetation
of tall swamp trees. Small parts of the area under this map unit are used for wet
season rice cultivation.
This map unit includes small areas (10 percent of the map unit) of Fluvaquentic
Tropohemist, euic, isohyperthermic which differ from the Typic Tropohemists in that
they have thin (5 - 25 cm thick) mineral layers (half ripe to nearly ripe heavy clay) in
between organic layers in the upper 80 cm of the profile. Augerhole 72 provides a
good example of these soils. Also included in this map unit are small areas (in total
10 percent of the map unit) of Typic, Aeric and Histic Tropaquepts,very fine, mixed
non-acid, isohyperthermic. These, predominantly clayey, soils are described under
map units 2,4 and 5.
ALFISOLS
The Alfisols in the survey area are wel! drained, weil structured, residual heavy
clay soils of high base status, with B horizons in which clear signs of clay illuviation
(clay cutans) are visible (Argillic horizon). They have developed on the outcrops of
White Limestone that occur in the polder. The moisture regime in these soils is udic,
i.e. not dry in most years in any part of the moisture control section (approximately
the upper part of the subsoil), for as long as 90 cumulative days (Suborder: Udalfs).
The Udalfs of tropical regions (less than 5°C difference in soil temperature between
hot and cool seasons) belong to the Great Group Tropudalfs. In the East Polder two
subgroups of the Tropudalfs are distinguished, based on differences in soil depth
(shallow and moderately deep). As they occupy small areas only, and occur in an in
tricate pattern, these two soils are mapped as an association in one map unit which also
includes outcrops of hard limestone :
Map Unit 7. Association of Typic and Lithic Tropudalfs, very fine, mixed isohyperthermic, with inclusions (15%) of ha£d^ljme^n^e_outcrops (41.0 acres)
The soils in this map unit are shallow and moderately deep, well drained, heavy
clays soils consisting of thin (very) dark grayish brown, brownand dark yellowish brown
topsoils with strong platy and blocky structure, overlying slightly gravelly to gravelly
yellowish brown, brownish yellow and yellow subsoils with moderate to strong
blocky structure. The subsoils have well developed clay cutans, due to clay illuviation.
These residual soils are calcareous, hence soil reaction is neutral to slightly alkaline
(pH 7 - 8) throughout Contact to hard limestone is broken and varies from less than
50 cm (Lithic Tropudalf) to 50 - 100 cm.fTypic Tropudalf). Due to the elevated position in which these soils occur, groundwater is dëep, and commonly below 100 cm,

*
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with Electrical Conductivity levels up to 10 mmho/cm. Soil pit No. 5 provides a
good example of these soils.
These soils occur on or near the outcrops of White Limestone in the eastern
and southern part of the polder.
Most of the smaller outcrops are overgrown
with trees. The large outcrop area adjoining the eastern polder boundary has a kind
of rough grazing pasture with scattered acacia trees. The pasture is used for cattle
grazing.
Included in this map unit are small areas {occupying 15 percent of the map
unit) that consist of bare hard limestone rock outcrop.

-11 HYDROLOGY
General hydrological aspects of the Meylersfield Irrigation and Drainage Project
are outlined in the report on the V'est Polder. Those hydrological aspects that are of specific
importance for the East Polder are briefly repeated here.
The East Polder essentially is a depression surrounded by somewhat elevated areas.
Before reclamation activities started,several rivers used to traverse the area,making it prone to
flooding. Since the construction of the Eastern Catchment Canal, these rivers, notably the
Potts, Ricketts and Three Miles River, have been cut off and consequently flooding due to
riverbed overflow does not occur as easily as in the past. However, because large parts of the
area are at,or only slightly above sea level, ground water levels are usually near the surface.
Upon heavy rainfali these water levels may rise above the surface thus submerging the area.
In the past, efforts have been made to drain the area and several drains were excavated.
These drains and some of the drainage structures can still be seen in the field. Their capacity
and maintenance was insufficiënt and moreover their construction did not remedy the main
cause of flooding i.e. river bed overflow.
The East Polder in its entity is affected by saline or brackish groundwater. Average
salinity however is lower than in the West Polder. During the soil survey from June till December
1880 the salinity levels of the groundwater were measured in 106 auger holes. Average salinity
as measured in 78 auger holes was 4.7 mmho/cm. In 28 augerholes the groundwater table was
not encountered. The higher average salinity level in the West Polder (12 mmho/cm) might be
partly due to the fact that the soil survey in the West Polder took place mainly during the dry
season (December - April) whereas the survey in the East Polder was carried out mainly during
the rainy season (June - December). Heavy rainfali results in the dilution of the groundwater
and hence in lower salinity levels.
Salinity levels as measured in the East Polder are indicated on Map No. 2. Sased on these
salinity measurements, lines of equal salinity could be drawn and a clear distribution pattern
can be discerned. The central part of the polder has the lowest salinity levels, whereas the outer
parts of the polder tend to have a higher salinity.
An explanetion could be the following; the central part of the polder is the lowest and
consists mainly of peat. Going towards the boundaries of the polder soils are more mineral
(heavy clays)and they occur in slightly higher positions. Rain-water falling on these higher parts
does not easily penetrate in the heavy clays, so that partly it moves superf icially towards the
lowest spots of the area where it infiltrates into the peats and percolates to deeper layers. This
results in a better leaching of the lower parts of the polder.
Both> the West and the East Polder are slated for irrigatèd wet-land rice cultivation.
Irrigation water for both Polders will be drawn from the Cabarita river. An analysis of the quaiity
of this water with respect to its use for irrigation is described in Section I.4 of the V*est Polder
report. On all criteria tested the water appears to be suitable.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC INVESTIGATION AMONG PROSPECTIVE FARMER SETTLERS
In order to obtain detailed information on the present socio-economic situation of
the prospective farmer-settlers, thelr background in rice cultivation and their expectations
as to rice farming in the l^eylersfield Polders in the future, the Planning Unit carried out a
socio-economic investigation in the area.
A total of 40 farmers (30 men, 10 women) were interviewed. This total includes
two different categories of persons, i.e. a group of 19 persons (13 men, 6 women) who
are employed by BRUMDEC for their present rice cultivation activities in the West Polder,and
a group of 21 persons (17 men, 4 women) who have also been pre-selected for possible
future placement in the Meylersfield Polders, but who are not employed by BRUMDEC.
This group of prospective settlers was taken from a total number of 23 persons who at
the time of the survey, had been pre-selected by the Site Manager for Meylersfield.
All respondents are living in the surrounding of the project area, mostly in Paul Island
(20) and Big Bridge (12). The remainder are from P-ZicNeil's Land (3), Bay Road District (3),
Savanna-la-mar (1) and Crowther District (1).

1.5.1 Age, Household Size, Educational Background
Age
The average age of the interviewed farmers is 34 years, ranging from 17 to 55. The
women amongst the respondents tend to be slightly older than the men. Their average age
is 40.
Household Size
The majority of those interviewed are well established members of the community.
This is indicated by the fact that about 75 percent of the respondents has been living in their
respective areas for over 20 years.
The average household (family plus living-in dependents) consists of 6 persons. The size
of the households ranges from 1-13. The group of respondents includes a number of young,
single persons still living at their parental home with brothers and sisters, and others, having
a small family of their own consisting of one or two children.
Educational Background
Of all those interviewed, two (5 percent) have no form of education at all,27 percent
of the respondents has reportedly received up to a Standard 3 primary education and 23 percent
reported that they have received up to a Standard 5 primary education. Three of the respondents (8 percent) have actually completed primary school, i.e. completed 6th Standard.

-13About' 37 percent of the respondents has achleved some form of secondary
education; 22 percent has an incomplete secondary education, whilst 15 percent has
completed secondary school.
Almost half of the respondents (45 percent) has received some form of vocational
training. Thirteen percent reported to have received agricultural training, which in a couple
of cases induded training in rice cultivation. The training period was not specified however.
The remainder of those with additional skill training (32 percent of total respondents) has
received training in welding, machanics, masonry,dressmaking, carpentry, tailoring, driving,
etc.
Farm Management
Farmers Profile
All persons interviewed have farming experience. This may either be from the cultiva
tion of small plots like backyard gardens with a size of about 0.2 - 0.5 acres, or from larger
farmlots with sizes of up to 4.3 acres. The average number of years which the respondents
have spent in farming Ss 14.5 years. A breakdown of the respondents' farming experience in
categories of 5 years is given in Table 3.
Table 3
FARMING EXPERIENCE AMONGST
RESPONDENTS TO MEYLERSFIELD SOCIO-ECONOMIC SURVEY
Number of Years in Farm ing

d2r

I

6-11
25%
(10)

__L

12-17
15%
(6)

n1

l _
1
|
|
J _

18-23

Over 23
!

30%

I
J
I
|
j

!

0-5

5%
(2)

i
i
i
i

J_

25%
(10)

All BRUMDEC workers are full-time employees who work on a shift basis. They are for
their income mainly dependent on the wages from BRUMDEC. Almost all of them (there is one
exception) have a small farmlot however, which they use to cultivate food crops, or to raise
some small livestock mainly for family consumption. Only about 40 percent of the 3RUIVDEC
employees occasionally seiïs some of the produce from their farm lots.

* Figures in braekett denote number of farmera
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for their livelihood are completely dependent on their farm produce. About 28 percent of
this group are part-time farmers, having additional income from fishing, welding, common
labouring, plumbing, sugar industry, electrical engineering etc. Two prospective settlers are
presently not engaged in farming activities. They both depend on income from common
labouring.
Farm Types
Most of the farm enterprises (about 75 percent) are mainly erop ventures, with an
average size of 1.0 acre. About 25 percent of the farm are mixed enterprises including a fair
amount of beef cattle and/or dairy cattle, goats, pigs and poultry. The mixed farms tend to be
slightly larger in size than the erop farms: 1.8 acres. No livestock-only farms were reported.
Table 4 gives a summary of farm types and farm sizes, as well as the areas occupied by rice
in either farm type.
Table 4
PRESENT FARM TYPES, FARM SIZES AND AREAS
USED FOR RICE CULTIVATION PER FARM TYPE AMONGST
RESPONDENTS TO THE MEYLERSFIELD SOCIO-ECONOMIC SURVEY
% of Total
Farm Type Number of
Farms

Average Size
(Acs.)

Range in
Size (Acs)

% of Farms Average Size Range in Size Average Size % Area Occuwith Rice of Farms
of Farm with of Rice Area pied by Rice
Cultivation with Rice
Rice (Acs)
(Acs)
(Acs)

Crop Farms

75

1.0

0.2 - 3.0

75

1.2

0.2 - 2.2

0.9

75

Mixed Farm;

25

IA

1.0 - 4.3

90

1.8

0.5 - 3.0

0.9

50

On 75 percent of the crop farms, rice is grown. Rice is actually the main crop on these
farms, occupying on average about 75 percent of the total farmland. Rice is also the only crop
being sold extensively by the farmers. Other crops are mainly used for home consumption.
These crops include: ground provisions (yam, dasheen, coco, cassava) and peas, corn, cabbage
banana and, to a lesser extent, callaloo. These crops are mainly grown in mixed cultivation, and
generally only one crop is grown per year. Peas, pumpkin and corn are sometimes grown twice
per year. A few of the crop farmers have fruit trees in their backyards (ackee, coconut, mango,
breadfruit, citrus). Furthermore, over half of these farmers (55 percent) raise the odd goat, pig
and poultry, but not on a scale large enough to classify them as mixed farmers. The crop farms
on which no rice is grown are small backyards with an average size of 0.3 acres, that mainly
belong to BRUMDEC employees.

- 1 5 On about all of the mixed farms (90 percent), rice is grown. Although the average
acreage in use for rice cultivation (0.9 acres) on these farms is the same as on the erop farms,
the relative irnportance of rice in the mixed farms is less, as it occupies only about 50 percent
of the farm area. About 30 percent of the mixed farmers owns beef cattle (2 - 6 heads per
farm), 35 percent owns dairy cattle (1 - 4 per farm), 50 percent owns goats ( 2 -14 per farm),
50 percent owns pigs (1 - 9 per farm) and a few (2, or about 15 percent) keep chickens (6 and
25 respectively). The crops on the mixed farms areesserrtteilysimilar to those grown by the
erop farmers. Also, some of the mixed farmers have fruit trees in their backyards.
In total only 6 of the farmers (15 percent) apply fertilizer to their crops (mainly to
corn and peas). Two of the (mixed) farmers reported.to apply chemical insecticides to vegetables, cane and banana. Although it was not specifically asked,the use of goat and cow
dung in erop cultivation was mentioned in two of the interviews, Two farmers claimed to use
some form of machinery on their land. However, the degree of mechanization was not specified.
Crop Yields, Farm Income and Income from Non-Farming Activities
Data on crop yields and farm income proved very diff icult to collect. In many instances
no responses at all were given to the questions on production. It was found that over half of the
crop farmers (57 percent) do not sell their produce. They cultivate their small plots for home
consumption, and usuaiiy donate some of their produce to friends and neighbours. Rice is the
only crop found to be sold extensive'y by the farmers. Ground provisions and other farm produce are only sold by two farmers to higglers and community members.
BRUMDEC workers reportediy carn about J$65 fortnightly. As stated before, about
40 percent of the BRUMDEC employees also farm small plots for themselves and/or raise live»
stock on a sma'l s^a'e. The BRUMDEC employee selling most foodstuff, earned a total of about
J$1220 last year from the sa!e of rice (17 bags st J$60), plantain (J$6Q), banana (J$40), cassava
(J$80) and yam (J$50). This farmer also sold a cow for J$800 during the previous year but he
stated that such was not ths case evo-ry year.
Amongst those who have been prese'ected for possible future placement in tre Meylersfield Polders, the appücant with the largest income from his farming activities earns in the region
of J$5200 per year. BrGken down, hb income is as follows: J$90 per week from crop farming
J$320 from the sale of 4 goats per year, J$200 from the sale of 2 pigs per year.
This respondent stated that he did not undertake any other activity besides farming although
he had received training in masonry. From the same group of respondents, the farmer with the lowest farm income reportedly earned J$3.60 per week 'from the sale of chickens. This respondent
also cultivates 2 squares of rice for home consumption. He does not partake in any non-farming
activities. Examples of other stated farm income were: J$1320 per year from rice (22 bags);
J$1040 from rice; J$240 from rice (4 bags).

-16With reference to the non-farming activities of the respondents, it appears that 15
percent of all those interviewed is receiving some income from non-farming activities. All
of these respondents are from the category of persons preselected for possible future placement.
The non-farming activities comprise fishing, welding, common labouring, and employment in
the sugar industry. Table 5 givos a breakdown of incomes from non-farming activities along
with the respective farm income for each person. It should be noted that none of the jobs
mentioned, provides a permanent income.
Table 5_
INCOME FROM FARMING AND NON-FARMING ACTIVITIES
OF THE PART-TIME FARMERS AMONGSTTHE RESPONDENTS
TO THE MEYLERSFIELD SOCIO-ECONQMIC SURVEY
INCOME FROM FARMING
1.

1.5.3

o

(tf

INCOME FROM NON-FARMING

Approximately J$22 per week from fishing and farming combined

2.

J$360 per year from rice (6 bags)

J$45 per week in sugar industry

3.

J$1Q00fromsale of cattle

J$75 per day from welding

4.

Occasionally sells J$2 of cassava
to friends

Approximately J$130 for 10 days work at
Housing Scheme in Llandilo

5.

Does not sell produce grown

J$65 per week as common labourer

6.

Not farming presently

J$ 124 per fortnight as common labourer

Rice Farming Practices
As is shown in Table 4 75 percent of the erop farmers, and 90 percent of the mixed
farmers grow rice. The average acreage of rice land farmed, was found to be 0.9 acres on both
kinds of farms. The rice acreage ranges from 0.2 - 3 acres. On average, rice land comprises
about 75 percent of the total farm area on erop farms, and 50 percent on the mixed farms. The
farmers all grow native Jamaican rice varieties like Champion (mentioned in about 60 percent
of the interviews), Buffalo (30 percent), Raja (30 percent) and POJ (10 percent). Some of the
farmers grow more than one variety of rice. Improved rice varieties like Cica 4 and Cica 9 are
only cultivated under the BRUMDEC management, in the Meylersfield 'Vest Polder. Only one
(wet season) erop of rice is grown per year.

-17All farmers explained that, at the onset of the rainy season they prepare a nursery first,
in which the rice seeds germinate and remain till they have reached a height of about 50cm.
Then, they are transplanted to the main field. Direct seeding, which is a normal practice on
the BRUMDEC plots, is not applied by the farmers on their own fields.
Land preparation mainly consists of bush cutting only. Upon transplanting, the seedlings
are pushed into the soft wet soil. About 30 percent of the farmers uses this method. The combination of bush cutting and plough ing is applied by the remaining 6 farmers (20 percent). ~
Four of these farmers plough manually, the two others use a tractor. It was not specified whether
this tractor was owned or hired.
After transplanting, the majority of the farmers (83 percent) undertakes hand weeding
(once or twice per erop). Chemical weeding is only carried out in the Meylersfield West Polder
by the BRUMDEC farm workers.
All rice farmers do the harvesting by hand and sickle. The farmers reportedly reap about
15 bags of undried, unmilled rice (husk and grain) per acre.* One bag of undried, unmilled
rice contains about 120 quarts. A fair amount of farmers mentioned maximum yields of 20
bags per acre.
Forty percent of the farmers do not sell their rice. They use their produce for home consumption. About half of the farmers who sell their rice (27 percent of the total), do so on the
local market. The other half (28 percent of the total) sells to higglers as well as to community
members (mainly neighbours and friends). Two of the farmers (5 percent) sell to the owner of
a small rice mill in the Meylersfield area. The rice is sold for approximately J$40 - 50 per 100
quart, or J$0.50 - 0.62 per pound. For comparison, at the time of this survey, the official AMC
farmgate price for rice was J$0.25/lb.
All farmers claim that they use some form of labour assistance. The majority of the farmers (75 percent) uses family members. In addition to family labour, about 30 percent of the
farmers actually hire labour as well. Some of the farmers (3) are being helped by friends.
Labour assistance is used mainly for land preparation and harvesting. To a lesser extent, assistance is also employed for planting and transplanting.
Farmers Expectations
Fifty percent of all the respondents stated preference to being an independent farmer, as
opposed to being a farm worker. Amongst the 19 BRUMDEC farm workers interviewed, about
80 percent reported their preference to be an independent farmer, whereas a mere 25 percent
of the 21 preselected farmers showed preference for independent farmer status. All of those
stating preference to being independent farmers, also reported that they are willing to be fulltime farmers.

The average yteld of 16 baga/acre correaponda to approximately 2250 Ibt/acre of undried, unmilled rice. Thi» amount eorreapond» to about I575 tbs/acre of dried (14% moiature), milled rice. The converaion includea allowance for Behuaking (20%),
drying (5%) and thraah <S%).
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was found that most of the BRUMDEC farm workers (65 percent) intend to farm at a fairly
high management level. Such management would include practices which they are currently
carrying out under the BRUMDEC project, like mechanized ploughing (there is a strong preference for heavy equipment as opposed to hand tractors), irrigation (including drainage of
the fields before fertilizer application, and at ripening stage just before harvesting of the rice),
and chemical weed control. The majority of these'high management'farmers (80 percent), expressed the desire to farm 5 acre plots. Two farmers desire to farm 10 and 15 acres respectively.
About 70 percent of the farmers said that they would need extra labour assistance in their
farm operations. Suggestions for financing this assistance were that Government should provide
an initial loan. This was suggested by 5 farmer workers. The remaining two reported that the
increased income from their rice farming would pay for the additional assistance.
About 35 percent of the BRUMDEC farm workers plan to grow rice, practising largely
traditional rice farming methods, including manual land clearing, ploughing, weeding and harvesting. Five farmers from this group (or about 25 percent of the total group of BRUMDEC
employees) reported that they also would apply the traditional method of preparing a nursery
and transplanting of seedlings.
The majority (60 percent, or 13 farmers) of the group of persons preselected for possible
future settlement in the Pleylersfield Polders, plans to maintain largely traditional rice farming
methods in the future. Most of them (8 farmers) wish to farm on either 1 or 2 acre plots, whereas only 3 wish to farm 4 - 5 acres. Two respondents in this group reported that they did not know
how much land they would like to farm.
Amongst those preselected farmers who intimated that they would farm at a fairly high '
level of management (40 percent), six out of a total of seven, reported that they would use
machinery for land preparation. The remaining farmer would employ machinery for harvesting
also. One farmer of this group could be characterized as applying a fairly high management level
already. He is currently farming 3 acres of rice land, and employs hired machinery for land
preparation. In addition, his method of intermittent irrigation compares favourably with the
irrigation techniques practised by the BRUMDEC farm workers.
Conclusion
The respondents to the survey consist of two approximately equally large groups i.e. those
who are employed by BRUMDEC in the West Polder, and those who have been preselected for
possible future placement in the project area. The survey shows that all respondents have farming
experience. A majority has experience in rice farming of native Jamaican varieties with traditional
cultural practices (bushing, transplanting, hand weeding, hand harvesting).

-19The respondents wbo are currently employed by BRUMDEC as farm workers, i.e. those
persons having some experience and knowledge of fairiy advanced rice farming techniques,
largely indicated a desire to continue to grow rice at a fairiy high management level. Surprisingly
however, none of these BRUMDEC farm workers described whether vaguely or otherwise, any
plans to undertake a fully mechanized type of rice cultivation with hired machinery for land
preparation. This could indicate that in their responses, these farmers were only describing the
cultivation techniques that they are presently applying under the BRUMDEC management,
without having thorough knowledge or firm ideas of their own. Under the BRUMDEC Management namely, mechanized harvesting, although originally intended, was not possible due to lack
of a combine.
Eighty percent of the BRUMDEC farm workers reported their preference to be independent farmers on rice farms 5 acres in size. Five acres is the current plot size in the West Polder,
and also the projected plot size in the East Polder.
As expected, the preselected farmers < non-BRUMDEC workers), who have little or no
experience with improved rice farming techniques, expressed the intention to grow rice in a
fairiy traditional way. Also, this group of respondents largely indicated to wish to farm on 1-2
acre lots only. Uniike the BRUMDEC farm workers, the non-BRUMDEC workers show a preference for dependent farmer status, that is employment as a farm worker.
Hence, it can be concluded that, amongst the respondents, farmers who have not been in
contact with improved rice farming techniques wish to continue their current ••••."
traditional farming techniques. They think highly about an employed status as farm worker.
Once such persons are employed by BRUMDEC, they show to be open to adoption of new techniques, while at the same time developing a desire to become independent farmers again. It is
possible however, that the intentions as to future farm management levels, as expressed in the
interviews by the BRUMDEC farm workers, are somewhat inflated by their possible fear of
spoiling their chances for settlement in the polder in the near future.
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SECTION II
LAND RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES

«

-21 Land reclamation activities are presently being carried out in both the West
Polder and the East Polder of the Meylersfield project. In the West Polder most of
the construction activities have been completèd. Only some land levelling and minor
adjustment of the irrigation and drainage system remain to be done. Land reclamation activities in the East Polder are described below.
FLOOD PROTECTION
Like the West Polder, the East Polder will be surrounded by a flood control embankment,
The embankment along the Cabarita River is completèd. On the eastern and horthern
side of the East Polder a 60 f t (20 m) wide interception canal (catchment canal) has
been constructed. The spoil of this canal has been used for the construction of tfie
flood protection embankment in between the catchment canal and the polder. This
embankment still needs to be properly shaped.
MAIN AND FIELD DRAINAGE SYSTEM
For the East Polder a drainage system similar to that of the West Polder will
be designed. The main features are :
- An interception drain will be excavated along the inner sides of the flood
control embankments, in order to prevent inflow of groundwater from
surrounding areas.
- Two main drains are planned, running approximately in north - south direction. The courses of the Potts River and the Ricketts River will be used
partly for this pur pose.
- Field drains, running perpendicular to the main drains will drain the individual fields, and convey excess water to the main drains.
- From the main drains, water is pumped out of the polder by means of pumps,
for which a pumphouse will be built in the southeastem corner of the polder.
ROADS
A system of main and field roads in the polder is planned. A ring road will be
constructed along the inside of the interception drains. A minor section of this road
in the south western corner of the polder has been completèd already. Other main
roads will be constructed along the main drains. Field roads, perpendicular to these
main roads, will give access to each individual plot.

-22IRRIGATION SYSTEM
A gravity irrigation system for doublé erop flooded rice cultivation is pianned
in the East Polder. The present design includes a pumping station to the northwest
of the polder, from where water from the Cabarita River will be pumped into a
specially constructed reservoir.* From this reservoir water will be distributed over
the polder by gravity flow through a system of laterals to be built from clay. At bifurcation points, concrete check structures will control and regulate the water flow
throughout the whole irrigation system.
Individual plots will be supplied with irrigation water through sublaterals
branching off from the laterals. Small concrete structures will enable the control of
the water flow onto the plots. Individual plots will have a size of 5 acres. Pending
the conpletion of the design the total number of plots is estimated at approximately
265.

* At a later stage, water from the Cabartta River could possibly be supplied to the polders, by means of o diversion wetr with intakes on both eides of the river. This weir should be constructed upstream of the presently
pianned pump sites.
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SECTION III

LAND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
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DESALINISATION
As explained In Chapter 1.4 Hydrology, salinity levels in the Meylersfield East Polder
are on average, substantially Iower than those occurring in the Vest Polder. The average salinity
level in the East Polder was about 4.7 mmho/cm, as opposed to an average salinity level of 12
mmho/cm in the West Polder. Still, salinity levels in large parts of the East Polder will have to
be reduced to ensure sustained production of rice. A proper use of the irrigation and drainage
system will enhance the desalinisation process. By flooding with fresh irrigation water from the
Cabarita River the soit profile gradually will be leached from salts.
In order to get some idea about the leaching time which is required to reach salinity levels
that are tolerable for rice plants (i.e. less than 5 mmho/cm),the same procedure is foliowed as in
the report on the V'.'est Polder. There, a model is explained which forms the basis for the calculation of the future salinity levels of the ground water. Because soil conditions within the East
Polder vary widely, two extreme soil conditions are used in the calculations i.e. heavy clay and
peat. The basic formula derived from the model is :

t

=

V
f.Q

c - c.
in [—2
4
°t - c i

in which:
t

-

The time (in days) required to reach a certain salt concentration c ;

V

-

The moisture stored in the rootzone of the soils. The average rooting depth
cf iice pjants is 50 cm, , with roots reaching a maximum depth of 60 cm.
For fine clays, the moisture content at field capacity is 50 percent. Therefore
the total quantity of water stored in the rootzone of rice in a clay soil is 300mm.
In a peat soil the water content at field capacity is much higher. Assuming a
percentage of 80, the total quantity of water stored in the rootzone of rice in
peat soils is 480 mm.

f

-

Leaching efficiency; for both soil types a valuc of 0.0 is used

Q

-

The total amount of water entering and leaving the model reservoir. Because
soil conditions vary widely in the East Polder, percolation also varies considerably.
For the heavy clay soils the percolation rate as measured in the experiment in the
West Polder is used. (Q = 1.0 mm/day; refer to page 18 of that report). For the
peaty soils a value of 8 mm/day is used, based on percolation tests carried out
in the East Polder.
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c,Q

-

The salt concentration of the ground water at present (mmho/cm). See
Map No. 2.

ct

-

The salt concentration of the ground water after a leaching time of t days. For
rice a final salinity of less than 5 mmho/cm should be aimed at.

c

j

-

Salt concentration of the inf lowing water, which is supposed to be a mixture
of irrigation and rain water, having an average conductivity of 0.4 mmho/cm.
(refer to page 21 of the report of the West Polder).

Using the above mentioned formula and the relevant values for the different variables of
the two soils considered, we can calculate, for different initial salinity leveis, the leaching time
required to reach a certain tolerable salinity level.
As stated above, for rice the tolerable salinity level (c t in the formula) is 5.0 mmho/cm or
less. The results of the leaching time calculations are shown in Table 6.
Table6
CALCULATED REQUIRED LEACHING TIMES FOR HEAVY CLAY SOILS
ANO PEATS IN THE MEYLERSFIELD EAST POLDER,
FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL SALINITY LEVELS
(DESIRED FINAL SALINITY LEVEL 5 MMHO/CM)
Heavy Clay Soils
Initial Salt
Concentration
16
14
12
10
8

j

-—
Leaching Time
(days)
458
407
347
276
188

Peat Soils
Initial Salt
Concentration
16
14
12
10
8

^teaching Time
(days)
01
82
69
56
38

From these calculations it can be concluded that on the heavy clay soils leaching of
fields with a very high initial salinity (16 mmho/cm), will be accomplished within VA years. On
peat soils with a high percolation rate, leaching is only a matter of a few months. Soils consisting
of mixtures of peat and clay layers will have leaching times in between these two extreme values.
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SOIL MANAGEIVJENT COMSIDERATIONS
In this Chapter aqualitativé interpretation is made of the effect of the various soil
characteristics and qualities occurring in the Meylersfield East Polder, on the agricultural management of the soils. With a view to proposed land use in the polder the interpretation is done for
r
irrigated rice cultivation. A distinction is. made between mechanized rice cultivation, and
traditional rice cultivation. . . As a possible alternative to rice cultivation, soil conditions are
also interpreted here as to their effect on pasture management for cattle grazing.
The Meylersfield East Polder consists of (somewhat) poorly drained alluvial clay soils
(42 percent), poorly drained peat soils (55 percent) and well drained clay soils derivcd from
limestone (3 percent). The (somewhat) poorly drained alluvial clay soils (Map Units 1 through
5„ see Soil Map) are physically ripe and structurally developed soils that have good bearing capacity. This is in contrast with the (somewhat)poorly drained alluvial clay soils in the West Polder
which generally were half ripe to nearly ripe and strucrurally undeveloped, having low bearing
capacity.
Also, potential acidity due to the presence of sulphides,which is a limitation to cultivation
in the peat soils and some of the clay soils in the West Polder,appeared to be insignificant in the
East Polder.
The soils of Map Units 1,2,3 and 4 (Typic and Aeric Tropaquepts, with either a calcareous
or a non-acid reaction class) have generally favourable characteristics for rice cultivation: they
are deep, heavy clay soils of good fertilhy. Their present drainage condition (Typic Tropaquepts
are poorly drained soils, Aeric Tropaquepts are somewhat poorly drained soils), poses no problem
to irrigated rice cultivation as, under the method of rice cultivation anticipated, rice will be grown
on flooded f ields. Moreover, possible excess (rain) water in the Polder will, in future, be discharged
through the drainage system.
The soils of Map Unit 5 (Histic Tropaquepts), which are deep, poorly drained, heavy clay
soils with peaty top soils, have somewhat less favourable characteristics for rice cultivation. Peats
generally imply sterility problems for rice. Also, the peaty material in the top soil causes a rather
rapid percolation of (irrigation) water. Therefore, water management on these soils will be more
difficult, especially during the first years of rice cultivation. Upon cultivation however, the amount
of peat will gradually decrease, through incorporation in the clayey subsoil as well as through
oxidation.
The real peats of Map Unit 6 (Typic Tropohemists) have several management problems.
Under natural, poorly drained conditions they have low bearing capacity, rendering them unsuitable
for mechanized rice cultivation. Also, they have higher percolation rates causing a more elaborate
irrigation water management, especially for flooded rice cultivation. Furthermore, the peats are
expected to have low productivity for rice cultivation due to sterility problems which are probably
caused by deficiencies in certain minor plant nutrients like copper. A well know effect of reclamation of peat soils is that these soils tend to subside upon drainage. Soil pressure increases through
the removal of water and simultaneously oxidation of the top layer of the soil will start, resulting
in a drop of the surface level.
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The graphical method of Segeberg is used to estimate the subsidence which could occur in the
East Polder. Assuming an average peat thickness of 2 meterfa future drainage depth of 80 cm
would result in a subsidence of approximately 30cm.
Oxidation can be as high as 5cm/yr in tropical areas, but under wet land rice cultivation
it could be reduced to 2.5cm/year. Fallow periods should be as short as possible, or soils should
be kept wet during these periods, in order to reduce oxidation.
The soils of Map Unit 7 (Typic and Lithic Tropudalfs) occur on unfavourably high outcrops of limestone, that cannot be served by the irrigation water in the polder. These soils are
therefore unsuited for irrigated rice cultivation. Noreover, their moderately deep and shallow
soil depths would imply a difficult water management, a restricted rooting depth, and in case
of the shallow soils, impeded tillage properties. The outcrops of limestone rock that occur in
this map unit are not suited to any kind of cultivation.
The characteristic flat topography of the polder does not impose a slope problem to
cultivation. Salinity occurring in the area (refer to Chapter 1.4~and Map No. 2) is expected to be
reduced to acceptable levels for rice cultivation, within a period of about 11/z years, by the use of
fresh irrigation water from the Cabarita River (Refer to Chapter II 1.1).
Pastures for cattle grazing can be established without difficulty on all the clay soils in
the area with the exception of the shallow soils that occur on the scattered outcrops and that
may have drpught problems. Pasture management in the peat area however, imposes strict
requirements on the groundwater level which should be maintained at depths between 40 - 50cm.
Too wet conditions will cause deterioration of the pasture through trampling of the grass by
the feet of the cows.

-
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IMPUGATIDNS' ARISING FR0P1 THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC INVESTIGATION
The socio-economic survey amongst the prospective settlers in the Meylersf ield Polders
has shown that all of the respondents have farming experience, and that the majority has experience with (traditional) rice cultivation. With a few exceptions, all farmers have at present
at least a backyard garden, the produce of which is mostly used for home consumption. Also
most of the farmers raise some livestock (cattle, goats, pigs, poultry), either as a small commercial
enterprise, or as a kind of cash investment for possible use in periods of scarcity, or for a special
purpose or celebration. The average farmsize of the prospective farmer-settlers is very small only:
1 acre for erop farms, and 1.6 acres for mixed (erop and livestock) farms. Consequently farm
income is very low too, and the farmers are certainly in need of more income.
In view of the largely traditional level of farming that the prospective settlers are presently
applying, and their low income, it is not likely that they are willing to give up their present source(s)
of livelihood (backyards, small erop farms or mixed enterprises) right away, in favour of modern
rice farming in the polders. Therefore, if they are allotted rice land in the Meylersfield Polders
they should be allowed to continue at least part of these activities,
With the exception of those presently employed by BRUMDEC, the farmer-settlers
generally have no experience with modern methods of rice cultivation. The production potential
of the Meylersfield Polders can therefore only be used optimally, if axtensive efforts are put
into the training of the settlers in the aspects that are inherent to successful cultivation of high
yielding rice varieties: adequate irrigation techniques, timety application of fertilizer, weed control etc. Intensive guidance will also be required on general aspects of farm management: technical (cropping calendar, organisation of labour, equipment and material), as well as administrative
(keeping of farm records, applications for loans, payment of labour, water rates, services, rent
etc).
The positive response of the BRUMDEC farm workers to the questions on the method of
rice cultivation they intend to practise in the Meylersfield Polder in future, do indicate that they
appreciate the improved cultivation techniques that they have been applying under the BRUMDEC
management. Furthermore as the prospective settlers (the present non-BRUMDEC workers) seem
eager to be employed as farm workers (they are attracted by the certainty of the cash income),
the obvious organizational format of settlement is through an initial period of employment
during which candidates are acquainted with the practical aspects of modern rice cultivation, and
they receiva formal training in general farm management aspects.

*

SECTION IV
LAND CAPABIUTY ASSESSMENT
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This section on land capability assessment presents a quantitative interpretation
of the various physical and socio-economic factors pertaining to the Meylersf ield East
Polder in terms of their effect on agricultural production under three selected kinds
of land use (Land Utilization Types):
- Mechanized Smallholders Irrigated Rice Cultivation
- Semi-traditional Fanily-operated Irrigated Rice Cultivation
- Traditional Family-operated Cattle Farming
Si nee each specific kind of land use puts specif ie requirements on its physical
environment, land capability in the East Polder has been classified specifically for
each of the above Land Utilization Types (LUT's). Each LUT is narrowly defined
and characterized according to its produce, its level of management and related inputs.
In the precess of land classif ication tracts of land are grouped into units of
land capability classes and subclasses, according to the physical limitations relevant
to the respective LUT. Land capability classes group tracts of land pertinent to increasing degree of limitation {e.g. slight, moderate, severe etc), whereas land capability subclasses group tracts of land according to kinds of limitations (i.e. soil depth to hard
limestone, peat layers, etc).
Land capability classes and subclasses are characterized in their absolute and
relative value for agricultural production by means ofassignment of Productivity Units.
VVithin Land Utilization Types productivity units are measures of productivity in terms
of Added Value per acre per year :
Added Vèlue = Total Value of Output - Total Value of Non-factor input.
One Productivity Unit (P. U.) corresponds to J$ 100.00 of Added Value, adjusted to
price and income levels of February 1977 (= Standard reference date*). This adjustment allowsdirect cornparison of the productivity of the different LUT's.
The relationship between farm added value and ths other factor shares, e.g.
value of output, non-factor inputs etc is explained in Annex I to this report: "Farm
Income Account according to Factor Shares."
All elements of the land classification are explained in the fóllowing chapters.
The geographic distribution of the land classes and subclasses per Land Utilization
Type is shown on Figures 3,4 and 5»

* February 1977is chosen by the R ural Phytical Planning Unit as Standard reference date for aU calculations of added
value In order to allow direct cornparison of productivity figures. Increases In pricet, labour costs, interest on cap. ital front February 1977 to January 1980 are estimated at abqut 50 percent.
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IV.2 LAND LTOLIZATION TYPES
The original plans for development of the Meylersfield Polders call for rice
production on smallholdings in the framework of Government's Project Land Lease
Phase III, under a fairly high level of management, including mechanized farm operations (ploughing and harvesting). Based on these requirements, one land utilization
type subject to land capability assessment has been defined :
Rm: Msühanizur* SmdihoirJsrs irrlgated Ridë Cultivation
From the socio-economic survey among prospective rice farmers in the Meylersfield Polders it appears that the method of rice farming which at present is normally practised, is very traditional. Farmers grow one (wet-season) erop anually on
relatively small plots in areas that are subject to f loodingjthey use local rice varieties
with long growing periods; they do not prepare the land other than some bush-cutting
and do not apply fertilizer or weed icontrol. Harvesting is done by hand and sickle.
Moreover, not many of the interviewed persons have shown to comprehend the improved methods of rice cultivation as presently practised in the West Polder, by
BRUMDEC. It seems thcrefore, realistic to include in the land capability studies an
assessment of the suitability and productivity of the project area for a land use which
in contrast to the first one (Rm) aims at a few improvements only in farm management
level e.g. cultivation of two irrigated rice crops per year, using high yielding varieties
and fertilizer. Land preparation and harvesting however, would stiHbe practised
traditional ly under this LUT :
Rt: Semi-traditional Family-operated Irrigated Rice Cultivation
As a possible alternative to rice cultivation in the Meylersfield Polder, the
area has also been classified for its capability for cattle farming under largely traditional
level of management.
C t : Traditional Family-operated Cattle Farming
Rm: Mechanized Smallholders Irrigated Rice Cultivation
This land utilization type concentea'ies on cultivation of irrigated rice, using
hired machinery for land preparation, harvesting and threshing. The following assumptions are made (prices are from January 1980):
- '.' Two crops erf irrigated rice are grown per year; the first erop from the
middle of February through August, and the second erop from August
-tfirough February (Refer to the cropping calendar as presented in the
report for the Meylersfield West Polder).

-32Land preparation cohsists of ploughingand harrowing (1 passing each) with
crawler-tractors, or wheel-tractors with cage wheels, which are hired at
J$80.00 per acre.
High yietding rice varieties are used: Cica 4 or Cica 9 (Price: J$0.30/lb).
Before seeding, the f ields are soaked and then drained. The seeds are pregerminated
and then broadcasted by hand, at a rate of 100 Ibs/acre.
Modest amounts of fertilizer (2 bags/acre of Sulphate of Ammonia at J$20.00/bag,
and 1 bag/acre of complete fertilizer - preferably 12-24-12, at J$25.00/bag) are
applied in three gifts: 50 percent at broadcasting, 25 percent at til lering (7 weeks),
and 25 percent at panicle initiation (10 weeks). The f ields are drained temporarily
when fertilizer is applied.
Weeds are controlled chemically by application of Stam, at a rate of 5 Ib/acre at
J$5.00/lb.
HarvestingAhreshing is carried out by hired combine at a cost of J$100.00 per acre.
The fields are drained approximately 3 weeks before harvesting.
Cost of irrigation and drainage of the fields is calcuiated at J$100.00 per acre per
erop. This calculation is based on the cost of running the irrigation and drainage
pumps in the polder.
In the added value calculation, the farmgate price óf rice is taken at the official
ADC level of J$0.25/lb (January 1980).
Added Value Calculations, based on full production under this land utilization type are
given below. All f igures are expressed on a erop/acre basis, and price levels are from January
1980:
Value of Output

Rice: .26.001»'® J$0.25/lb

Cost of Non-Factor Inputs

Seed: 100 lbs @ J$0.30/Ib
Ploughing/harrowing
Irri gation/drainage
Fertilizer
Weedicide
Harvesting/threshing

J$625
J$ 30
80
100
65
25
100
J$400

Added Value per erop per acre

+

J$400
J$225

Added Value for 2 crops/year: 2 x 225 = J$450 per acre/year, at January 1980 price levels.
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Labour Inputs
Based on the above assumptions, labour inputs by the farmer in this land utiiization
type will include:
soak and'drain'fierd ' *
pregerminate seeds; broadcast; first
fertflizer application; submerge
apply weedicide
drain; second fertilizer application; submerge
drain; third fertilizer application; submerge
drain (3 weeks before harvesting)
Total

1 hianday/acre/crop
3
1
1
1
1

"
"
"
"

8 mandays/acre/crop

Labour input for 2 crops/year: 2 x 8 = 16 mandays per acre/year.
Rt: Semi-traditional Family-operated Irrigated Rice Cultivation
ThisJand utiiization type is based on the traditional cultural practices that are applied by
the rice farmers in the surroundings of the Meylersfield area, at present. Some improved
techniques are assumed in this land utiiization type, h owever:
Two crops of irrigated rice are grown per year; one in the period February August, and a second erop from August through February (Refer to the cropping
calendar as presented in the report for the Meylersf ield West Polder).
High yielding rice varieties are used: Cica 4 or Cica 9 (Price J$0.30/lb).
The seeds are seeded in a nursery at a rate of 40 Ibs per planting acre. The seedljngs
remain in the nursery for about 4 weeks, and are then transplanted.
Land preparation consists of clearing (bushing) with a machete only.
Before transplanting, the fields are pre-soaked, and then drained. The seedlings are
transplanted by hand into the soft wet soil, 3 - 4 plants per hill, in rows (1 x I f t ) .
The fields are then submerged again.
Modest amounts of fertilizer (2 bags/acre of Sulphats of Ammonia at J$20.00/bag
and 1 bag/acre of complete fertilizer - preferebly 12-24-12 at J$25.Q0 bag) are
applied, in three gifts: 50 percent after transplanting, 25 percent after about 3
weeks (tiilering stage), and 25 percent 6 weeks after transplanting (panicle initiation).
'• When fertilizer is applied, the fields are drained temporarily.
Weeding,if needed, is done by hand.
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Harvesting is dcne by hand and sickle. About 3 weeks before harvesting the fields
are drained again.
:

Milling isdoneatthe'smëll milis existing in the area.

Cost of irrigation and drainage of the fields is calculated at J$100/acre per erop.
This calculation is based on the cost of- running the irrigation and drainage pumps
in the polder.
In the added value calculation the farmgate price of rice is taken at the official
AOC level of J$0.25/lb (January 1980).
Added Value calculations, based on full production under this land utilization type,
are given below. All figures are expressed en a erop/acre basis, abd price leveis are from
January 1980.
Value of Output

Rice 2500 lbs @ J$0.25/lb

Cost of Non-factor Inputs

Seed 40 lbs @ J$0.30/lb
Irrigation water
Fertilizer

J$ 625
J$ 12
100
65
+
J$ 177

Added Value per erop per acre

J$177
J$ 448

Added Value for 2 crops/year: 2 x 448 = J$896 or rounded off at J$S00.- per acre/year
at January 1930 price leveis.
Labour Inputs
Based on the above assumptions, labour inputs by the farmer in this land utilization type
wilt include:
prepare nursery + geeding
land clearing, soak and drain
transplanting; first fertilizer application;
submerge
weeding
drain; second fertilizer application;
submerge
drain; third fertilizer application; submerge
drain; harvesting
dry ing; threshing; winnowing
Total

2 mandays/acre/crop
5
>t

20
1

»

1
1
15
10

II

II

II
1)
II

55 mandays/acre/crop

Labour input for 2 crops/year: 2 x 55 = 110 mandays per acre/year.
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Ct: Traditional Family-operated Cattle Farming
This land utilization type is centered around beef production in smallholdings of
irrigated grazing pastures. The sale of milk forms an additionai source of farm income.
The foliowing assumptions are made :
X
Grazing intensity is one animal per 2 acres of pasture, on land without phystcal
limitations. One animal unit comprises a mature cow plus young stock. The farm
is subdivided into 10 enclosures, each of which is grazed by the herd for approximately 2 days (grazing period). The grazing interval is 20 days. The enclosures
are formed by bunds on which a fence is placed (e.g. quickstick with barbed wire).
After each grazing period during the dry period of the year (November through
March), and during dry spel Is, the enclosures are submerged for one day up t o a
water depth of 2 - 3 inches. Submergence is done by f looding from a small canal
that is t o be constructed by the farmers in each irrigation unit of 5 acres, parallel
and next t o the irrigation canal. This small canal, which can be Exept filled constantly, will also provide drinking water t o the cattle.
After 2 - 3 grazing periods, grass tufts and weeds occurring in the pasture enclosures
have to be bush cut.
In the cow's life-time four calves are born and raised. One heifer is kept for replacement of the cow. The other three calves are sold at an age of about 18 months
(estimated live weight 550 Ibs). After dropping her first calf, a cow will stay in the
herd for five years and is then sold (estimated live weight 900 Ibs).

o
The cows are milked daily in the moming by hand, and produce an average of
2 quarts (Grade B) milk per day during 280 days per year.
Cost of irrigation and drainage of the fields is estimated at $40 per acre per year.
Oost of veterinary service is J$20 per year for a cow of more than 3 years and
J$15 per year for younger animals. Pastures are not fertilized, concentrate feed
is not given t o the animals. The animals are sprayed and drenched against ticks
and worms, once per month.
Added Value calculations based on fuil production under this land utilization type, are
given below. Output and input calculations are first made per animal unit per year, and then
they are reduced t o values per acre. All price levels are from January 1980.

ö
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Value of Output

Sale of young cattle: 3 calves in 5 yeara,
560 Ibs each @ J$1.85/lb
Sale of old cow: 990 lbs @ J$1.20;
once in 5 years
Sale of milk: 560 quarts @ J$0.55/qrt.

J$ 610
228
309
J$ 1147
J$1147

Cost of Non-factor input:

Veterinary service
Tick spray (Bercotex); worm drench
(Mflvern)
Irrigat ion/Drainage
Others (Fencing)

J$

35
30
40
20

J$ 125
J$ 126
Added Value per animal unit per year

J$1022

Added value per acre per year (1 animal unit per 2 acre): % x J$1021 = J$510 (rounded
off), at January 1980 price levels.
Labour Inputs
Sased on the above assumptions, labour inputs by the farmer in this land utilization type
wtll include (figures, expressed in mandays per year, refer to complete farms; 4 animal unit/8-10
acres):
milking 4 cows, once per day, 1 hr/day, 280 days/yr

35 md/yr

bush-cutting % md/acre, once every 40 days

40
4

spray cattle 2 hr/month

12

maintain bunds, fences, irrigation canal

+

Total

91 md/yr

If farms under this land utilization type would have a size of 8 - 1 0 acres, the per acre
labour requirement would be 9 -11 mandays per year.
Quantitative Land Capability Assessment Per Possible Land Utilization Type
In this Chapter, the variable physical factors that occur in the Meylersfield East Polder
are quantified relative to the land utilization types discussed in Chapter IV.2. In Tables 7
8 ; and ,$ under each land utilization type six land capability classes (Roman numerals
I - VI) are distinguished according to increasing degree of limitations that occur in the project area and that are relevant to the respective land utilization types i.e. soil depth to hard
limestone, or.' to peat layers, and the topographic position.

-37It should be noted that, although at present differences exist in the drainage condition
of the various soils in the East Polder, drainage is not included as a possible limitation for any
of the land uses considered. This is done because it can be assumed that upon completion of
the drainage system in the Polder, drainage condition will be the same throughout the area.
Moreover, as the rice will be grown under flooded conditions, soil drainage is an irrelevant
characteristic for the capability of the polder for irrigated rice cultivation. Salinity, although
occurring in the East Polder, is not included as a limitation for the land uses under consideration,
because model calculations have shown that the salinity levels of the soils in the project area
will be reduced to acceptable levels within VA year from the start of fuli-scale irrigation (refer
toChapter II 1.1).
Per land utilization type under consideration, six land capability classes are distinguished.
Land capability classes I through V comprise arable lands, in decreasing order of productivity,
whereas Class VI comprises all lands with a productivity too low to be of economie use. The
decrease in productivity from land capability Class ! down to VI is proportional, with a maximum productivity of 90 -100 percent for land classified as Class I (no limitation for the envisaged
land use); 80 - 90 percent for Class 11 (slight limitation to the envisaged land use), etc. to less than
50 percent for Class VI (extreme limitations, precluding the economie use of such land). Absolute
values of productivity units are expressed in dollars of added value per acre per year at February
1977 price and income levels: 1 PU = J$10Q.*
Explanation of the Classif ication Formulae:
Land capability classif ication formulae as used in the text and on the Land Capability
Maps (Fig. Nos. 3,4 and 5), are composed of the following elements in order of placement:
a symbol for the land utilization type (Rm, Rt or Ct.).
a symbol for the land capability clsss i.e. Roman numerals I through VI
one or more lower case letters symbolizing the limitation(s) occurring under the
land capability class for the pBiticular land utilization type, i.e. 'd' for limited soil
depth to hard limestone, 'p' for limited soil depth to peat layers, and 't' for an
adverse topographic pesition (refer to Tables 7,8 and 9)

Major limitationpof Class II intensKy
Land
Utilization
Type

Land
Capability
Class
Combinntion of one major limitation t, of Class VI intensity and a
minor limitation (d>.

* February 1977 lachenen by the Rwral Phystcal Planning Unit as Standard reference date for all calculations of added value
tn order to allow direct compartson of productivity flgures. Increases In prtces, labour costs, Interest on capttal from February
1977 to January 1980 to January 1980 are esümated at about S0 percent.
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Concerning the: limitations, the fcllowing situations occur :
Land capability classes I have no limitations formulae,thus include symbols for
the land utilization types foliowed by Roman numeral I only, e.g. Rt I.
The main limitation occurring in the East Polder is limited soil depth to peat
layers (p). This limitation is, depending on the actual soil depth, and on the
land utilization type under consideration, of Class I I , III, V, or VI intensity e.g.
Rt lip, Rm Hip, Ct Vp and Rm Vip.
Small areas of land on the scattered outcrops of limestone have limited soil depth
to hard limestone and are classified Ct lid, and Ct Vld, asfar as cattle farming is
concerned.
In addition to limited soil depth to hard limestone, the outcrop areas mentioned
above have a topographic position too high (topographic limitation t) to allow
irrigation by means of the gravity irrigation system under design. Therefore, they
have been classified Rm VI t(d) and Rt VI t(d). In these formulae t stands for the
major limitation of Class VI intensity, whereas (d) indicates the occurrence of a
minor (limited soil depth) limitation, of less than Class VI intensity.
Table 10 shows the land capability subclasses,acreagcs and corresponding potential productivity
expressed in productivity units for the three land utilization types distinguished in this report.
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Table 7
M E C H A N I Z E D S M A L L H O L D E R S I R R I G A T E D RICE C U L T I V A T I O N i R m l
L A N D C A P A B I L I T Y CLASSES, PRQDUCTIVSTY RATINGS A N D LIMETATfONS
IN THE.MEYLERSFIEILD E '^ST POLDER

Land
Capability
Class

1

Productivity
P.U./acre;
1)

Depth (in cm) t o :
cl

3.0; 90 - 1 0 0

Hard Limostone

more tlmn 100cm

»

III

2.4 70

IV

2.1;60-70

n.a.

n.a.

V

1.8; 50 - 60

25 - 5 0

n.a.

'"!

han 50 percent of maximum; no productivity units
assigned.

less thatl 25cm w i t h rock
outcrops

J

Pos;.

topogiaphic pc
iciently
low to bfl under ihe command of
the gravity irngation systerrv.

more than 4 0 c m ; or peat layers of
20-40cm thick at variable dflpth
wiUun 100cm r'r.om the soil surface.

peat layers more than 40cm thick
that sian within 40cm from the
soil surface

*

Kt,

n.a.

tOpOtJ
abowe the
command of the gravity irrigation
system

Productivity of land is n;
is of Acldfid
ld adjustecl to those of Fobruary

alu>' of Produce (expressed in J$/acro) which for this Land Utili/ation y-pa is calculated Uom January
BO data). This adjiiMmom aliovri dlfBol comparison of the productivity of dU
T s Produ,'
ivity Units: 1P.U
J$ 100.00 al February 1P77 price and income levels. In af'
-uy »«Xpi
hmn as B percentage of the maximum productivity of Class I land.

. n/fattori
lm •

r

na.'

Topographic

t

na

2.7.80-90

80

100

morfithan 100cm;or pea
oi lesa Ihafl 20cm thtck Bi variable
clepih within 'OOcm frcm the soil
surface

II

VI

50

Si

Peat layers including half-ripe
8i unripe clayey peats & pt:.ity

b«lui> ttn pca

\
i'banl

•• n> <•

11 #& b
ïle 8
S E M I - T R A D I T I O N A L F A M I L Y - O P E R A T E D I R R I G A T E D RICE C U L T I V A T I O N
L A N D C A P A B I L I T Y CLASSES, P R O D U C T I V I T Y RATINGS A N D L I M I T A T I O N S
IN THE M E Y L E R S F I E L D EAST POLDER

r

Productivity
P.U./acre %
1)

Land
Capabiiity
Class

1

6.0; 90 - 1 0 0

"

• '

"

»

••

Depth (in cm) t o :
d

Hard Limestone

more than 100cm

l>

••

2)

,

Topographic

Peat layers including half-ripe
& unripe clayey peats & peaty

mor*"» than 100cm; or peat layers of
less than 20cm thick at variable depth
w i t h i n lOOcm f r o m the soil surf ace

1

Positions

topographic position sufficiently
low to be under the command of
the gravity irrigation system

•

II

5.4; 80

III

4.8; 70 - 8 0

IV

4.2; 60

90

70

more than 40cm; or peat layers of
20 - 40cm thick, at variable depth
w i t h i n 100cm f r o m the soil surface

50-100

n.a.

25-50

i i .a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

•
V

3.6; 50 • 60

VI

1)

less than 50 percent of maximum; no productivity units
;ned

peat InyèTs more than 40cm thick
thift start w i t h i n 40cm f r o m the soil
surface.

n.a.

rui.

topographic position above the
command of the gravity irrigation
system

less than 25cm w i t h rock outcrops
n.a.

Productivity of land is measured in terms of Added Value of Produce (expressed in J$/acrfi) which for this Land Utilization Type is calculated f r o m Januaiy 19*0 price
levels, and adjusted to those of February 1977 (- Standard reference date). This adjustment allows direct comparison of the productivity of different LUT's. Productivity
has been given relative value by expressing it in Productivity Units: TP.U. • JS100.00 at February 1977 price and income levels: In addition, productivity is expressed
here as a percentage of the maximum productivity of Class I land.
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RG.4 LAND CAPABIUTY FOR SEMI-TRADITIONAL FAMILY OPERATED IRRIGATED RICE CULTIVATION IN THE MEYLERSRELD EAST POLDER
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T R A D I T I O N A L F A M I L Y - O P E R A T E D C A T T L E F A R M I N G (Ct)
L A N D C A P A B I L I T Y CLASSES', P R O D U C T I V I T Y RATINGS A N D L I M I T A T I O N S
IN THE M E Y L E R S F I E L D . E A S T POLDER

Productivity
P.U./acre %
1)

Land
Capability
Class

Depth (in cm) t o :
d

3.4,90-100

II

3.1,80

90

25 - 5 0

III

2.7;

70

80

n.a.

IV

2.4;

60

70

n.a.

V

2.0;

50

60

Peat layers including half-ripe
& unripe clayey peats & peaty
clavs

more than 100cm; or peat layei
less than 20 cm thick at vanable depth
within lOOcm f r o m the soil surface.

more than 5Qcm

1

VI

P

Hard Limestone

50 • 100; or peat layers o i 20 - 40cm
thick at variable depth w i t h i n 100cm
f r o m the soil surface.

les»than 50

na

n.a.

n.a.

Less than 50 percent of maximum; no productivity tuut;.

less than 25

;.i(id

Productivity of land is measiued in terms of Added Value ofProduce (expressed in J$/acre), which for this Land U t i l i - d i i o n : ype
is calculated from January 1980 price levels, and adnusted to thosa of Fobruaiy 1877 (•• Standard refarence dato). T h i s adjuslment
allows direct comparison of the productivity of different LUT's. Productivity has been given relative value by expressmg it in
Productivity Units: 1P.U. _ JS100.00 at February 19/77 price and income levels. In addition, productivity isexpr«ssed here as a
percentage of the maximum productivity of Class I Land.
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FIG.5 LAND CAPABILITY FOR TRADITIONAL FAMILY OPERATED CATTLE FARMING !N THE MEYLERSFIÉLD EAST POLDER
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10

LAND CAPABILITY CLASSES AND SUBCLASSES
ACREAGES PER LAND UTILIZATION TYPE AND RELATED POTENTIAL
PRODUCTIVITY UNITS*

Rm: Mechanized Sinallholders
Irrigated Rice Cultlvation
Clatsa

Rt: Semi-traditional Family operaCt: Traditional Family-operated
operated Irrigated Rico cultiva- j
Cattls Farming

Acreeg* | *****«»
Units
j

Subclass

\
j

'Cter *
Su
Subttóss

| ^

^

|
I

4715

I

Productivity] Ctas, 8,
Units
I Subclass

|
j

^

^

ssasosesaca
| Productivity j
Units

=«===,=o=fc=====a

!

Rml

471.5

Subtotal

|

471.5

i
14145

4-

1414.5

I

|

I
4=
|

Rt I

2829.0

I
4715

Subtotal

175

Rt lip

|

I

I
I
f-

2829.0

|

I Subtotal
I

Subtotal
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENOATIONS
The irrigation and drainage system of the Meylersfield East Polder is being designed
and implemented to produce wetland rice with an intensity of two crops per year on 5 acre
plot units in smallholdings. Related cultural practices and IGVGIS of management could range
from a fully mechanized form of rice farming to a semi-traditional type of cultivation with
mainly hand labour. These two extremes have been elaborated as the subjects of land capability
assessment in Section IV of this Report. Related minimum farm sizes and labour requirements
have been discussed already in the "Conclusions and Recommendations^Section V) of the
Report on the !""eylersfield lii'est Polder (1980). They were based on January 1980 price levels
and the First Rural Development Project (FRDP) target farm added value. Minimum farm sizes
and labour requirements for the two extreme farming (land utilization) types are summarized
here again.

Land Utilization Type
Rm: Mechanized Smallholders Irrigated Rice
Cultivation
Rt: Semi-traditional
Family-operated
Irrigated Rice Cultivation.

i Minimum Farm Size (acres) for
Land Capability Classes I - V.

T

Labour Requirements (mandays)

10.7-15.0

171 - 240

5.3 - 7.4

583 - 814

In the Report on the Meylersfield West Polder (1980) it was concluded that in the case of
"Rm: Mechanized Smallholders Irrigated Rice Cultivation" there is a good match between farm
size and related labour requirements which can be provided by the farmer and his family. In the
case of "Rt: Semi-traditional Family-operated Irrigated Rice Farming" the relation between
farm size and labour requirements is unbalanced if the labour has to be provided by the farmer
and his family. It was calculated that only if the rice price would be increased from $Q.25/lb to
$0.39/lb, the farm added value would be increased in such a way that it would meet the F.R.O.P.
target at a farm size of not more than 3 acres and a related labour input of not more than 330
days. Thus, the difficulty with the semi-traditional type of rice farming is its high labour intensity which precludes farmers from cultivating more than 3 acres of rice without external assistance.

-42On the other hand, the fully mechanized form of rice farming is suited in the East
Polder for the poorly drained alluvial clay soils mainly which make up 42 percent of the
total area whereas the peat soils (55 percent) in general have tob low bearing capacity for
heavy equipment.
Since it wou ld not be advisable to introducé more than one rice farming system in the
East Polder f rom a sociological and land and water management point of view, either one
of the following two Solutions should be adopted.
(1)

Introduction of a fully mechanized form of rice cultivation for those areas that
have sufficiënt bearing capacity. The remaining land should then be farrned for
a different produce under (a) different farming system(s). In this report "Ct:
Traditional Family-operated Cattle Farming" is discussed as a possible alternative
land use on peat soils (Section IV.2). The socio-economic survey indicated that
about 25 percent of the respondents has livestock (Section 1.5.2) and most of the
peat areas in the region are used at present as rough grazing land for browsing
cattle. Pasture management in the peat area however, imposes strict drainage requirements with a view to a more intensive form of grazing (Section II 1.2). Another
alternative that could be considered is vegetable farming. (This land use alternative
is not discussed in this report). Vegetable farming however, on hundreds of acres
of peat land would imply special marketing and ether infrastructural requirements
that only can be approached on a large commercial scale with important special
investments. If vegetable farming is to be undertaken, then the irrigation system in
the East Polder, which is now being designed for rice cultivation, would need some
adjustments, so as to provide raised beds and irrigation furrows.

(2)

Introduction of a rice farming system which is intermediate between the fully mechanized and semi-traditional types. Such a rice farming system would have to make
use of some mechanized equipment which would solve the labour constraints inherent
to the semi-traditional type of rice farming, and that, simultaneously, would be
especially adapted to suit the soils (peats) with low bearing capacity. The special
nature of such equipment is obviously a disadvantage since it requires special operation and maintenance skills. The advantage is that it would enable to grow rice in
the entire East Polder under ene farm management system. Related minimum farm
size that would meet the F.R.D.P. target farm added value is estimated at 5 -10 acres
dependent on the amount of manual labour still left in such a system and the land
capability.
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lt is Imperative that a decision to the above problems is taken soon. This decision
should be made on the basis of the f indings and experience gained in tho West Polder. In this
connection it is reassuring to note that, whatever rice farming system will be selected, the
socio-economic investigation carried out among B RUM DEC farm workers and prospective
settlers has demonstrated that the farmers concerned are open to change and that they appreciate
the system of gradual placement during a transitional period of several years under central
management.
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ANNEX I
FARM INCOME ACCOUNT ACCORDING TO FACTOR SHARES*

In the preparation of physicai development plans for settlement areas in the framework of the First Rural Development Project**, the Rural Physicai Planning Unit has planned
various farm types for implementation under the Government's Project Land Lease Programme
Phase III (e.g. dairy farms, citrus farms, banana farms, mixed erop and cattle farms otc). These
so-called PLL III farms ate by definition small in size.
The Meylersfield East Polder is also slated for development under PLL Phase III. Therefore, in this report, the farm income account for the various farm types proposed in the Meylersfield area has foliowed the same principles as for the F RDP settlement schemes. There, the
PLL III farms are designed to generate a minimum net farm income of JS2750 per year, calculated
at February 1977 price and income levels. Such income is assumed to be the minimum required
to support an average farm family of 5 persons. Net farm income includes cost of family labour
(calculated at replacement cost), produce consumed on farm, and residual. If the produce consumed on farm is estimated at J$750 per year, than the farmer's net cash income would be
JS2000 at minimum.
The level of management on the farms is low to intermediate, including family labour***
use of simple hand tools, moderate applications of fertilizer and chemicals etc. Under these
conditions, fixed costs like depreciation and interest are relatively low. Total fixed costs
(including land rent) are estimated at J$450 per year.
Net farm income and fixed costs together constltute the added value of produce. Based
on the above, the required minimum added value per farm is J$2750 + 450 = J$3200 per year
(February 1977).
Added value plus non-factor costs (costs of current inputs such as fertilizers, chemicals,
feed, planting material, expendables etc.) are to be covered by the total value of output
(=farm produce).

* Refer to Figure II
** The Fint Rural Development Programme is a joint Jamaican Government • World Bank Project which, in one of ito three
component» alms at the agricultural development of ntne lettlement schemes in the Western Region, in the framework of
the Project Land Lease Programme.
***Cost of mechanlzed farm operations, such as land preparation and harvesting in one of the designed Land Uttltzation Types
(refer to Chapter IV.2) are included a> non-factor cost.
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